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Catabolic vs. Anabolic Leadership
How am I doing? Who are you asking?

leaders do assess, they selfassess – that is, they don’t ask
for

input

from

people

around them, because they
fear that in doing so they
may

appear

weak.

In

addition, catabolic leaders
know that they are right, and
others
This month, part 4 of the
discussion

of

the

characteristics of anabolic and
catabolic leaders focuses on
how (and if) leaders assess
themselves, and examine how
their actions and attitudes
affect their results, as well as
impact the people around
them.

are

wrong

(or

incompetent, or lazy) – so
why would they ask for

Welcome
•••

Welcome to the E-Factor
newsletter. This newsletter
is an educational tool to
help you get the most from
your Energy Leadership
assessment and your
coaching program.
The “E” in E-Factor
represents energy-the

others’ feedback?

energy of success. I hope

Anabolic leaders on the other

newsletters, the success I’m

hand, are always working
“on themselves.” Not only
are they willing to take hard

that by reading these
talking about will be your
success.

looks at themselves, but they

Sincerely,

also solicit, and consider,
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Each and every one of us is a leader.
Catabolic leaders operate in

feedback from others, as they

their own little worlds. They

know this information is

do what they do, and they

crucial if they are to continue

rarely, if ever, stop to think

to grow and develop.

about the consequences of
what they are doing (and how
they are doing it). If catabolic

Let’s consider Catabolic Curt

Amy,

and

handled

Anabolic

Amy,

two

not

surprisingly,
the

situation

learned

some

information

valuable

from

their

leaders in the same company.

differently. She and her team

responses, and modified her

Both manage several team

brainstormed a solution to the

behavior accordingly.

members, and both recently

customer’s

and

only did Amy demonstrate

had to deal with customer

together decided what course

that she was willing to learn

complaints they’d received.

to take. When their chosen

and grow, but she also let her

Curt was, well, quite curt as he

plan didn’t work out, instead

team know that it was safe to

told his team exactly what to

of blaming her team, Amy sat

honestly give her feedback

do to correct the problem, and

down with them again to

and trust her.

later,

devise another solution. One

when

his

proposed

complaint,

he

of the questions she asked her

blamed his team members for

team was how she could have

not implementing the plan

handled the situation better, or

properly.

supported them more. Amy

solution

didn’t

work,

Not

Anabolic leaders, by soliciting
feedback and leaving their
egos “at the door,” grow, and
by

example,

allow

their

colleagues and companies to
grow and prosper as well.
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